Active Ingredient: Diphacinone
All-weather rat and mouse killer

- 1st Generation Anticoagulant
- Death may occur within 4-5 days after a lethal dose is consumed
- Fish flavored for high palatability
- Food quality grain mix
- Can be used indoors & outdoors
- Configurations include nuggets, mini bars, bars and pellets

Ramik Green Nuggets
Uses food processing technology to produce a palatable, highly attractive bait that retains freshness, sweetness and effectiveness in a long-lasting nugget form. Nuggets are hot extruded so they are weather resistant without the wax. Available in 1/2” large bait nuggets or 3/16” small bait nuggets.

Ramik Green Nuggets - 3/16” Nuggets
Item #116300 - Pail: 20 lb nuggets
Item #116303 - Box: 50 lb nuggets

Ramik Green Nuggets - 1/2” Nuggets
Item #116336 - Pouch: 4 lb nuggets
Item #116339 - Display: 15, 4 lb pouches

Ramik Green Bait Packs
Ramik Green Nuggets in easy to use bait packs. Bait packs are ready to use, no touch packs that rodents will gnaw open. Available in 4 oz - 1/2” nuggets packs and 1.5 oz - 3/16” nuggets packs.

Ramik Green Bait Packs - 1/2” Nugget Bait Packs
Item #116305 - Pail: 60, 4 oz packs (15 lb)
Item #116341 - Pouch: 16, 4 oz packs (4 lb)

Ramik Green Mini Bait Packs - 3/16” Nugget Bait Packs
Item #116316 - Pail: 45, 43g packs (4 lb)
Item #116319 - Tub: 300, 43g packs (28 lb)

Ramik Bars & Mini Bars
All-weather bar baits are manufactured utilizing a special proprietary extrusion process, where all the ingredients are fully blended, bonded and then shaped into weather proof bait bars. A small amount of edible wax is added to allow these uniform sized bars to be formed.

Ramik Mini Bars - 1 oz mini bars
Item #116331 - Pouch: 64 mini bars (4 lb)
Item #116332 - Pail: 64 mini bars (4 lb)
Item #116345 - Pail: 144 mini bars (9 lb)
Item #116350 - Pail: 320 mini bars (20 lb)
Item #116326 - Tub: 640 mini bars (40 lb)

Ramik Bars - 16 oz bars
Item #116334 - Box: 4 bars (4 lb)

Ramik Mouser Disposable Bait Station - 1 oz prebaited disposable station
Item #000600 - Box: 2 stations per box
Item #000700 - Poly Bag: 3 stations per bag